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Abstract. We prove a decomposition formula of a representation of U(m, n) unitarily induced from
a derived functor module, which enables us to reduce the problem of irreducible decompositions
to the study of derived functor modules. In particular, we show such an induced representation is
decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible unitarily induced modules from derived functor modules.

0. Introduction
The easiest nontrivial decomposition of a unitarily induced representation of a
real reductive Lie group from a parabolic subgroup is the decomposition of nonspherical principal series of SL(2,R) at the singular parameter into two limits
of discrete series, which are realized as Hardy spaces on the upper and lower
half-planes respectively. This decomposition is certainly ’easiest’. However, it is
not very easy and it is extremely important. For example, thanks to the recent
progress of the Beilinson-Bemstein theory, we can reduce Schmid’s character
identity at the wall ([27, 28]) to the easiest decomposition for SL(2,R), which
is nothing but the easiest Schmid identity, using certain change of polarization
(cf. [37],. [23], [7], [29,30], [22]). In view of the Knapp-Zuckerman theory on
the irreducible tempered representations ([18]), this means that the reducibilities
of unitarily induced modules from discrete series arise from the above easiest

decomposition.
We

consider the

degenerate setting. Namely, we consider unitary degenunitary principal series and derived functor modules (cf.
[36,38,39,41], [43], [17], [44, 45], etc.) instead of discrete series. Our object of
study is the decomposition of unitarily induced modules of U(m, n) from derived
functor modules (We call such induced modules generalized unitary degenerate
series.).
Kashiwara and Vergne found a remarkable decomposition into n + 1 distinct
irreducible factors of the degenerate series of SU(n, n) with respect to the Siegel
parabolic subgroup at the most singular parameter ([15]). Two of the irreducible
factors are representations realized as the Hardy spaces on the Siegel upper and
lower half-planes. Their embeddings into degenerate series are nothing but the
can

erate series instead of
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value map to the Shilov boundary. Perhaps, the embeddings of other
irreducible factors can be regarded as certain boundary value maps of ’cohomological Hardy spaces’. The case of SU( 2, 2) is considered in [21]. Although a
complex analytical interpretation of the decomposition is not clear at this time,
the corresponding algebraic interpretation is available, thanks to [2], Theorem 4.2.
Each irreducible factor is a derived functor module.
In this article, we show the Kashiwara-Vergne decompositions play a role on
our degenerate setting for U(m, n) similar to the role of the easiest decomposition
for SL(2, R) on the Knapp-Zuckerman theory.
Since we shall consider the Vogan-Zuckerman cohomological inductions of
Harish-Chandra modules (cf. [36]) with respect to various parabolic subalgebras of
the complexified Lie algebra of U( m, n), we introduce the following terminology.
We call cohomological induction with respect to a parabolic subalgebra stable
under a Cartan involution (resp. the complex conjugation with respect to the real
form) elliptic induction (resp. hyperbolic induction). Namely, elliptic induction is
cohomological parabolic induction in the sense of [39] Chapter 6, and hyperbolic
induction is usual parabolic induction with respect to a parabolic subgroup. A
derived functor module is nothing but the elliptic induction from a one-dimensional
unitary representation satisfying a certain positivity condition (’weakly fair’ in the
sense of [41]). So, generalized unitary degenerate series are hyperbolic induction
of elliptic induction from certain one-dimensional representations.
In Section 2, we consider exchange of the order of applications of these two
inductions. Actually, it is possible under a certain regularity condition (’good
enough’ see 2.1 below.), and the result is that generalized unitary degenerate series
in the good enough range can be written as the elliptic induction of the external tensor product of unitary degenerate series with respect to Siegel parabolic subgroups
and one-dimensional unitary representations (Theorem 2.2.3, Corollary 2.2.5). The
main ingredient of our proof is the theory of change of polarization for standard
module originated by Vogan ([37]) and completed by Hecht, Milicic, Schmid, and
Wolf ([22], [29-31]). Actually, they worked on D-modules, but as is mentioned in
[29], we can translate their result to the cohomological induction setting using the
Hecht-Milii-Schmid-Wolf duality theorem ([11]).
In Section 3, combining the above result on the change of the polarization and
the decomposition formula of unitary degenerate series with respect to the Siegel
parabolic subgroups [ 15], [2], [14], we derive a decomposition formula of generalized unitary degenerate series in the good enough range into non-zero irreducible
generalized degenerate series (Theorem 3.2.2). The decomposition formula (Theorem 3.3.1) in the general case is deduced from the formula for the good enough
range using a precise version of the translation principle developed in [41]. The
direct summand appeared in the formula in the general case is either irreducible
or zero. In order to obtain the ’true’ decomposition formula, we must determine
the ghost direct summands. We easily see this problem is reduced to the problem
of determination of the parameters in the fair range such that the corrresponding

boundary
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derived functor module is zero. Although some partial results are known (cf. [20]
Theorem 1.1, [41 ] Theorem 6.5, [19] Sect. 5), that remains to be solved in future.
Our result suggests that, for any real linear reductive group, generalized unitary
degenerate series are decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible generalized
unitary degenerate series. Unfortunately, this is a mere wishful thinking. The easiest
counterexample is known by K. Gross [10]. Namely, for Spin(5, C) we consider
the unitary degenerate series for a parabolic subgroup whose Levi part corresponds
to the long simple root. The degenerate series decomposed into two irreducible
components at the most singular parameter. (Cf. [1]) This decomposition gives a
counterexample. This reducibility of the degenerate series arises from the failure
of the birationality of the moment map (to its image) of the cotangent bundle of
the corresponding generalized flag variety. (For more precise theory, see [3].)
Probably, more mysterious decomposition is the Kashiwara-Vergne decomposition ([15]) for Sp(2n+1, R), which seems very likely to be another counterexample.
At least, some irreducible factors are not the natural candidates, namely ’cohomological Hardy spaces’, which are derived functor modules arising from certain
Cayley transforms. (For example, it follows from [25,26].) If all the irreducible
factors should be derived functor modules, we would have a counterexample for the
Barbasch-Vogan conjecture on the quantized Kostant-Sekiguchi correspondence.
This decomposition is very nicely explained in terms of the dual reductive pair.
However, I do not know any reasonable description of some irreducible factors in
terms of Sp( 2n + 1, R) itself.
I was inspired through the effort to understand what happens on the unitary axis
in a result in [12]. (There is a tiny overlap between their results and ours.)
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1. Notations
1.1. GENERAL NOTATIONS
In this article, we use the following notations.
As usual we denote the complex number field, the real number field, the rational number field, the ring of integers, and the set of non-negative integers by
C, R, Q, Z, and N respectively.
For a complex vector space V, we denote by V* the dual vector space. For a
real vector space Vo, we denote by V¿ the real dual vector space of Vo. We denote
by 0 the empty set and denote by A - B the set theoretical difference of A from B.
For each set A, we denote by card A the cardinality of A. For a complex number a
(resp. a matrix X over C), we denote by a (resp. X) the complex conjugation. If

p &#x3E; g, we put 03A3qi=pand
= 0. let M be

a left R-module. We denote by AnnR(M) the
Let R be a ring
annihilator of M in R.
In this article, a character of a Lie group G means a (not necessarily unitary)
continuous homomorphism of G to C .
For a matrix X = (aij), we denote by tX, tr X, and det X the transpose (aji)
of X, the trace of X, and the determinant of X respectively.
We denote by 61 the Ah symmetric group.
For a complex Lie algebra g, we denote by U ( g ) its universal enveloping algebra.
For a Harish-Chandra module V, we denote by [V] the corresponding distribution character. In this article, an irreducible Harish-Chandra module should be

non-zero.

Ad

means

the

adjoint action of a Lie group on its complexified Lie algebra.

1.2. COHOMOLOGICAL INDUCTION

Next, we fix the notations on the Vogan-Zuckerman cohomological induction of a
Harish-Chandra module (cf. [36,38,39,41], [44,45], [16], [43], etc.).
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Let G be a connected real reductive linear Lie group and let g be its complexified
Lie algebra. (Assuming connectedness simplifies definitions below a little bit.) We
fix a maximal compact subgroup K of G and denote by 0 the corresponding
complexified Cartan involution of g. We denote by t the complexified Lie algebra
of K. Let q be a parabolic subalgebra of g with a Levi decomposition q
l+u
such thatl is stable under 0 and the complex conjugations with respect to G. We
fix a Cartan subalgebra h ofand a Weyl group invariant non-degenerate bilinear
form (, ). Let L be the corresponding Levi subgroup in G to L Let C03C1(u) be a
1-dimensional representation of the metaplectic double cover L~ of L which is a
square root of z - det(Ad(x)|u) (cf. [41]). Let (K n L )" be the maximal compact
subgroup of L~ corresponding to L n Il.
Let V be a Harish-Chandra (i, (li n L)-)-module such that V 0 C03C1(u) is a
Harish-Chandra ([, AT fl L)-module. Introducing the trivial action of u, we also
regard V 0 Cp(u) as a q-module. Let À be the infinitesimal character of V with
respect to h. (It is well-defined up to the Weyl group action of L)
Following [41], we introduce the following notions. We call V good (or À is in
the good range), if Re(À, a) &#x3E; 0 holds for each root a of h in u. We assume [1, 1]
acts on V trivially. We denote by 3 the center of I. We call V weakly fair (or À is in
the weakly fair range), ifRe(ÀI3’ 03B1~ 0 for each root a of h in u.
For a non-negative integer i, we denote by Riq((l, L fl K) ~ (g, K); V) the result
of applying the ith Zuckerman functor (namely, the ith right derived functor of
V 0 Cp(u), where Hom is defined
taking ’the K-finite part’) to
using the left action of q on U(g) and made into a left g-module using the right
L fl K) ~ (g, K); V) is zero or a Harishaction. (For details, see [36], etc.)
Chandra (g, K)-module with a generalized infinitesimal character À. (For example,
we can prove this as follows. Using induction on ~ ~lambda (cf. [38] Corollary 3.25)
and long exact sequences, we can reduce the problem to the case of standard
modules, namely the case that q is a Borel subalgebra. Then, we can apply the
Hecht-Milicic-Schmid-Wolf duality theorem and can reduce the problem to the
case of standard D-modules.) If L ~ K is connected, we simply write
RI([ ~ g; V)
for
L n K) ~ (g, K); V). In fact, for U(m, n) this connectedness condition
always holds.
The following three particular cases are important (in this article).
(1) (Hyperbolic induction). If q is stable under the complex conjugation of g with
respect to G, there is a parabolic subgroup Q L U whose complexified Lie algebra
is q and whose nilradical is U. In this case, we have
L n K) ~ (g, K); V)
0
L
for all i &#x3E; 0 and
fl K) 1 (g, K); V) coincides with the usual parabolic
induction Ind(Q ~ G; V) (We also write
Here Ind(Q fi G; V) is the Kfinite part of
=

Homu(q)(U(g),

Riq((l,

Riq((l,

=

Riq((l,

=

RO«[,

IndGQ(V).).

(03C0, H) is any Hilbert globalization of V ~ C03C1(u) . If V
Ind(Q ~ G; V) (unitary induction). If L is connected and

Here,
is

is unitarizable, so
if CA is the one-
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with infinitesimal character À, we simply write
for
or Ind(Q ~ G; 03BB)
We have the following additive property.
Let Vo, Vi, ... ,Vk be Harish-Chandra (r, (L fl K)~)-modules such that V0 ~
Cp(u) i ...,Vk 0 C03C1(u) are reduced to Harish-Chandra (1, L n K)-modules. Let
we have
nl, ... , nk be integers. If we have a character identity [V] =

dimensional

L-representation

IndGQ(C03BB).

IndGQ(03BB)

03A3ki=1ni[Vi],

[Ind(Q 1 G; V)] = 03A3ki=1 nk[Ind(Q 1 G; Vi)].
q is 0-stable and

put S

If
(g, K); V) 0 for i ~ S. If V is irreducible
L n K) ~ (g, li ); V) is also irreducible (resp.

(2) (Elliptic induction). Assume

good, then Riq((l, L fl K) 1
(resp. unitarizable) and good, RSq((l,
unitarizable) ([38]).
V is

=

dim(u nt).

=

Moreover, we assume [1, 1] acts on V trivially and V is irreducible and unitary.
In this case, V is 1-dimensional and we denote it by CA. Assume that À is in the
L n K) 1 (g, K); CA) = 0 for all i ~ S. We also
weakly fair range. Then,
have
L fl K) 1 (g, K); Cx ) is either zero or non-zero unitarizable HarishChandra module ([38]). In this case, we put

Riq((l,

Riq((l,

We call it a derived functor module. (Our parameterization is different from that
of [43].) In general, A(q 1 g; À) may be reducible for some weakly fair À. (An
example occurs in SO(5,C) (K. Gross [10], Borho). Another example by D. A.
Vogan is described in [4].) However, if G = U( m, n ) (or other type A groups), the
situation is much simpler. The moment map of cotangent bundle of any generalized
flag variety of GL( n, C) is birational to its image and the closure of any nilpotent
orbit of gl(n, C) is normal. Hence the canonical homomorphism of the universal
enveloping algebra to the ring of global sections of the sheaf of twisted differential
operators on a generalized flag variety of GL(n, C) is always surjective (cf. [4] 6.2
Proposition (a)). Hence, if G = U(m, n), 4(q 1 g; a) is zero or irreducible for any
weakly fair À (cf. [41], [4]).
in this case is described as follows. We fix an
The additivity property of
infinitesimal character À in the good range with respect to q. Let Vo, Yl, ... ,Vk
be Harish-Chandra (1, ( L n K)-)-modules with infinitesimal character À and let
nl,..., nk be integers. We also assume Y2 ~ Cp(u) is reduced to a Harish-Chandra
(1, L n K)-module for each 0 i k. Moreover we assume a character idenholds. Then, we have
n K) ~ (g, K); V)] =
tity [V] =

RSq

03A3ki=1ni[Vi]

03A3ki=1nk[RSq((l, L ~ K) ~ (g, K);TheVi)].

[RSq((l, L

case of q = Borel. In this case, the induced
(3) (Standard modules).
modules are called standard representations. Such representations are precisely
studied in [34], [36], [11], [31], [29,30], [22], etc.
Finally, we recall the notion of induction-by-stage ([36] Corollary 6.3.10). Let
qi ( i
1, 2) be parabolic subalgebras of g with Levi decompositions qi == (i + ui
such that [j is stable under 0 and the complex conjugation with respect to G. We
=
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denote by Li the subgroup of G corresponding to Ci. Moreover, we assume q2 C q1.
Then q3
q2 n r, is a parabolic subalgebra of l1 with a Levi decomposition q3
12 + (u2 ~ (1). Put u3 = u2 ~ (1. Let p be a non-negative integer and let V be a HarishChandra (12, (L2 ~ K)~)-module such that V ~ C03C1(u2) is reduced to a Harish-Chandra
= 0
(12, L2 ~ K)-module.
we
have
for all i ~ p. Then, for all q 0,
=

=

Assume that Riq3((l2, L2 ~ K) ~ (l1,L1~K); V~ Cp(u1)

If cp( u 1) is reduced to
follows.

1.3. NOTATIONS FOR

a

character of L 1,

we can

rewrite the above formula

as

U(m, n)

Let 1 be a positive integer. We denote by Mi ( C) the space of complex 1 x £-matrices.
We regard d as a space of vertical vectors. M~(C) and the general linear group
GL(2, C) act on C~ by the left multiplication. We denote by gl(~, C) the Lie algebra
of GL(~, C) and identify it with M~(C). We denote by Il the identity matrix in
M~(C). For X, Y E gl(~, C), we put

Then, B is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on g[(~, C) which is invariant
under the adjoint action. We denote by Ep,q the matrix such that its (p, q)-entry
is 1 and the other entries are 0. For 1 z k z ~, we denote by ek C C~ the vertical
vector such that its i-th entry is 1 and the other entries are zero. We call 61,..., el
the standard basis of d . For 1 p q ~, we define

If q

p,

we

put C~[p,

q] = {0}. We define a matrix Ji in M~(C) as follows.
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We fix non-negative integers m and n such that m + n &#x3E; 0. We fix the following
non-degenerate indefinite Hermitian forms on cm+n as follows.

We consider the

following realization of the indefinite group

U(m, n) = tg E GL(m + n, C)1 (gx, gy) = (x, y) (x, y E V ) 1 .
We denote by u(m, n) the Lie algebra of U(m, n). Namely, we put
u(m, n) = tX E g(( m + n, C)| (Xx, y) + (x, Xy) = 0 (x, y e V)},
Then gt(m + n, C) can be regarded as the complexification of u(m, n). In order to
make our notation systematic, we also denote gl(m + n, C) by g(m, n). We also
mean by U(0, 0) the trivial group {1} and by u(0, 0) the trivial Lie algebra {0}.
For a,

b, c, d ~ N such that 0 z a z b

m

U(m, n; a, b; c, d) = tg e U(m, n) 1 g

Using this t,
an

we can

and

0 c d

put

satisfies the following (1), (2).}.

identify U( m, n; a, b; c, d) and U(b -

identification the standard identification.
Let 1 be a positive integer. Put

n, we

a, d -

c). We call such

11
We also put

If (m, n) E P(m, n ) satisfies (m, n) E P~(m, n), we call ~ the length of (m, n).
For (m,n) = ((m1,...,m~),(n1,...,n~))~P~(m,n), we denote by
m +
U( m, n) the subgroup of U( m, n ) generated by U( m,
for all 1 k ~. Through the standard identificam +
tion, we have the standard identifications of U(m, n) as follows.

n; 03A3k-1i=1 mi, 03A3ki=1 mi;

n - 03A3ki=1 ni,

n - 03A3k-1i=1 ni)

If m = n = 0, we put U((0), (0)) = {1}.
We denote the Lie subalgebra of g(m, n) corresponding to U(m, n)
Then, we have the following standard identifications:

by g(m, n).

K(m, n)
U((m,0),(0,n)) ~ U(m) x U(n) and t(m,n) =
g((m, 0), (0, n)). K(m, n) is a maximal compact subgroup of U(m, n). We denote
by 0 the complexified Cartan involution of g(m, n) with respect to t((m, n).
For (m, n) e P(m, n), U(m, n), u(m, n), and g(m, n) are 0-stable. Put K(m, n) =
K(m, n) n U(m, n) and denote by e(m, n) the +1-eigenspace with respect to 0 in
g(m, n). K(m, n) is a maximal compact subgroup of U(m, n) and ë(m, n) is the
complexified Lie algebra of K(m, n).
We put

We define

a

=

group

homomorphism ~m,n:G~ ~ Gm+n

as

follows.
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For any

subgroup H

of

U(m,n),

we

denote

H03A6m,n(03C3)-1 of U(m03C3,n03C3).
integer.

be a non-negative integer such that r
We put

We also

put

Let

r

by

H03C3 the

subgroup 03A6m,n(03C3)

min{m, b} and let d be a positive

Comparing the standard identifications of U(p, q), U(r, r), and U(r, r) * U(p, q),
obtain the standard identification U(r, r) *U(p, q) - U(r, r) x U(p, q). For any
subgroup Hl of U(r, r) and any subgroup H2 of U(p, q), we denote by Hl * H2
the subgroup of U(p, q) * U(r, r) corresponding to Hl x H2 under the standard
identification.
We have K(r, r) * K(m, n) = K(r * m, r * n)). We use similar notations for the
Lie algebras.
we

1.4. CAYLEY TRANSFORMS AND CARTAN SUBALGEBRAS
Let m, n be

min{m, n},

non-negative integers
we

put

such that

m

+ n &#x3E; 0

as

above. For 1

i

13

Clearly, Ci’s are commutative with each other and we have tCi
For

1 xr x

min{m, nl

and X E

Mm+n(C),

we

=

C-1i.

put

We also put co(X) = X. We can regard c, as an inner automorphism of both
GL(m + n, C) and g(m, n).
For a while, we are considering a special case m = n. In this case, Cm cm -...
Ci e GL(2m, C) is written as follows.

We denote by U(m, m) the subgroup in GL(2m, C) such that
U(m, m). We call U(m, m) the twisted realization of U(m, m).
U(m, m) contains the following subgroup.

cm (U (m, m)) =

GL(m, C) is a subgroup of U(m, m). We define the standard identification
GL ( m, C) ~ GL(m, C) by

Hence

(ml, ... , ml) e IID( m), we denote by GL(m, C) the subgroup of U(m, m)
corresponding to GL(mi, C) x ... x G1L( ml, C) via the standard identification of
U(m, m). Put GIL((0), C) {1}. We also consider the following Lie subalgebras
in g(m, m).
For m

=

=

Then glL(m, C) x g(R( m, C) is the complexified Lie algebra of GL(m, C).
We denote by 6(m, C) the Borel subalgebra of g(( m, C) consisting of the upper
triangular matrices. Put
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S(m) (resp. z(m»
U(m, m) (resp. g(m, m)).

We call

the

Siegel parabolic subgroup (resp. subalgebra)

Next, we fix the complexification of a compact Cartan subalgebra of

of

u(m, n) as

follows.

For

1 s min{m, n}, we consider the following Cartan subalgebras:

forms a complete system of
representatives of K(m, n ) conjugacy class of Cartan subalgebras of g(m, n)
stable under 0 and complex conjugation with respect to u( m, n ) . We introduce
a symmetric bilinear form (, ) induced from B ( , ) on h(m, n; s)*. Of course,
the Cayley transform c, induces an isometry of h ( m, n; 0)* to h (m, n; s)*. We
denote by 0394(m, n; s ) (resp. W(m, n; s ) ) the root system (resp. the Weyl group) of
(g(m, n), h(m, n; s)). We denote by [m, n; s]1,..., [m, n; s]m+n the dual basis of
h(m, n; s)* to cs(E1,1),...,cs(Em+n,m+n). We call [m, n; s]1,..., [m, n; s]m+n
the standard basis of h(m, n; s)*. Then we have:

{h(m,n;0),h(m,n;1),...,h(m,n;mm{m,n})}

W(m, n; s ) is nothing but the group consisting of all the permutations of [m, n; s]1
[m, n; 8]m+n- We shall identify an element of the Weyl group W(m, n; s) and
the corresponding permutation of 1,..., m + n so that w[m, n; S]i
[m, n; s]w(i)
for all w e W(m, n; s) and 1 i
m + n. Then (, ) is a Weyl group invariant
,...,

=
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b (m, n; s)* such that [m, n; s]1,...,
of f)(m, n; s )*. Put

non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form

[m, n; s]m+n

form

an

orthonormal basis

on

m, n; s ) be the Cartan subgroup of U( m, n ) corresponding to h(m, n; s ) .
They are all connected. We easily see À ~ h(m, n)* can be exponentiated to a
character (resp. a unitary character) of H( m, n; s ) if and only if À ~ P(m, n ) (resp.
03BB ~ Pu(m, n; s)).
Let H(

= 03A3m+ni=103BBi[m, n; s]i ~ h(m, n)*c, we define a positive system of 0394(m, n; s)

as

For À
follows.

For À

~ h (m, n)*c, we denote by n(m, n; s; 03BB) the sum of all the root space
in g(m, n) corresponding to 0394+(m, n;,s; 03BB). Put b(m, n; s; 03BB) = h(m, n; s) +
n( m, n; s; 03BB). Then b(m, n; s; 03BB) is a Borel subalgebra of g ( m, n ) with the nilradical n(m, n; s; 03BB). This Borel subalgebra is maximally real in the sense of [29,30].
We also put

as

follows.
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s ), we put bx( m, n; s ) = b(m, n; s; x03C1(m, n; s ) ) and n( m, n;
s) = n(m, n; s; xp(m, n; s)).
We denote by z(m, n) the center of g(m, n). Namely z(m, n) is the onedimensional subalgebra consisting of scalar matrices. Using ~ , ~,we can regard
z(m, n)* as a subspace of h(m, n; s)*. If we put
For x E W(m, n;

then [ [m, n]]does not depend on s and we have [[m, n]]E
The Cartan involution 0 acts on h(m, n; s) as follows.

3(m, n)*.

Put

An element of 0394i(m, n; s), 0394r(m, n; s), and 0394c(m, n; r) are called imaginary,
real, and complex, respectively.
Next, we fix (m, n) = ((m1,..., m~), ( n 1, ... , n~)) E P~(m, n). We put

We also put S)((0), (0)) = (0).Fors= (s1,...,s~) ~ S(m,n) and 03C3 ~ G~, we
put s03C3 (s03C3(1),...,s03C3(~) ~ S(m03C3, n03C3). For s = (s1,...,si) E S(m, n), we denote
by h(m, n; s) the Cartan subalgebra of g(m, n) corresponding to h(m1, n1; s1) x
h(m~, n£; si) via the standard identification of g(m, n). We also introduce a
non-degenerate Weyl group invariant bilinear form ( , ) on h(m, n; s)*.
Let H(m, n; s) be the corresponding Cartan subgroup of U(m, n). We denote
by 3(m, n) the center of g(m, n). Using (, ), we regard 3(m, n)* as a subspace of
h(m, n; s)*.
=

...

Let 0(m, n;
with respect to

s) (resp. A(m, n; s)) be the root system of g(m, n) (resp. g(m, n))
h(m, n; s). Let W(m, n; s) (resp. W(m, n; s)) be the Weyl group
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g(m, n) (resp. g(m, n)) with respect to h(m, n; s). We also define P(m, n; s),
Pu(m,n;s), Ai (m!, n; s), A, (m, n; s), and 0394c(m, n; s) as above. We have the folof

lowing standard identifications.

À ~ h(m, n; s)* can be exponentiated to a character of H(m, n; s) if and only
if À ~ P(m, n; s). We denote by C03BB(m, n; s) the one-dimensional representation
of the metaplectic double cover of H(m, n; s) corresponding to À
C03BB (m, n; s) is unitarizable if and only if À E
For À ~ h(mi, ni ; si)* (1 i ~), we denote by 03BB(i) the corresponding element
in h(m, n; s)* with respect to the standard identification. For 1 i ~ and

~ 1 2 P(m, n; s).

1 2 Pu(m, n; s).

(i)j.

1 j
Hence all the [m, n; s; i]j
mi + ni, we put [m, n; s; i]j = [mi, ni; si]
form a basis of h(m, n; s)*.
If m, n, and s are given and if there is no confusion, we simply write [i]j for

[m, n; s; i]j.
by f)(m, n; s)*c the subset of h(m, n; s)* coressponding to h(m1, n1;
h(m~, ni; s~)*c via the standard identification.

We dénote

s1)*c

···

For

1 i

~,

we

put

[[m, n; i]] [[m, n; s; i]]+ + n; 5; i]]- for all i. We also see
[[m, n. 1]],..,. [[m, n; ~]]form a basis of 3 (m, n)*. For A c- z(m, n)* ~ 1 2 P (m, n; 0~),
we denote by C03BB (m, n) the corresponding one-dimensional representation of the
metaplectic double cover of U(m, n).
For the case m
n, for r
(r1, ... , rd) E P(m), we denote by G1L(r, C) (resp.
the
6’(r)) sub-group of U(m, m) which corresponds to GL(ri, C) x ... x GLL(rd, C)
(resp. S(rl) ... x S(rd)) via the standard identification. We denote by
glLR(r, C) (resp. bLR(r, C)) the Lie subalgebra of g(m, m) corresponding to
x (glL(rd, C) X glL(rd, C)) (resp. (bL(r1, C) X
(g(L( rI, c) X glR(r1, C)) X
X
...
X
X
bR(rl, C))
(bL(rd, C) bR(rd, C))) via the standard identification. We
also define s(r) similarly. g(LR(r, C) is the complexified Lie algebra of GL(r, C).
We

easily

see

=

=

=

...
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We dénote by W(ri) the Weyl group for (glL(ri, C) X g(R(ri, C), h(ri, ri ;
for 1 i
d. We also denote by W(r) the Weyl group for (g(LR(r, C), h(r, r;
Then we have the following standard identification.

2.

ri))

r)).

Change of polarizations

2.1. GENERALIZED UNITARY DEGENERATE SERIES
We fix

non-negative integers m, n,
min{m, n}. Put p m - r and q =
=

and
n -

such that m + n &#x3E; 0 and 0 r
r. We also fix r = (rl, ... , rd) E Pd(r)

r

and(p,q) = ((P1,...,ph),(q1,...,qh)) ~ Ph(p,q). Put ~ = d + h and (m, n) =
((m1,...,5 MI), (y, ni)) = (r * p, r * q) E P~(m, n).
For simplicity, we write l(r; p, q) and L(r; p, q) for g(LR(r, c) * g(p, q) and
GL(r, C)* U(p, q) respectively.
Fort = (tl,...,th) ~ S(p, q) we have r*t
(r1,...,rd,t1,...,th) e S(m,n).
is
a
Cartan
n;
subalgebra (resp. subgroup) of
And h(m, n ; r * t) (resp. H(m, r * t))
We
denote
by c(r; p, q) the center of ((r; p, q). Using
1(r; p, q) (resp. L(r; p, q)).
(, ), we regard c(r; p, q)* as a subspace of h(m, n ; r * t)*.
For 1 i 2d + h, we put
... ,

=

We immediately see [[r; p, q; 1]],..., [[r; p, q; 2d + h] form a basis of
and they are independent of t e S(p,
We define the following subset of 0(m, n; r * t) for t ~ S (p, q).

c(r; p, q)*

q).

to 0+(r;
p, q) =

We denote by u(r; p, q) the sum of the root spaces corresponding
p, q; t).
We easily see b(r; p, q) does not depend on the choice of t. Put q(r;
((r; p, q) + n(r; p, q). Then q(r; p, is a parabolic subalgebra of g(m, n) with a
(resp. the nilradical) ((i; p, q) (resp. b(r; p, q)).

Levi part

q)
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We also put

that À E c(r; p, q) can be exponentiated to a character of L(r; p, q) if and
only if À e P(r; p, q). We denote by C03BB (r; p, q) the corresponding one-dimensional

We

see

representation of the metaplectic double cover of L(r; p, q) to À e P (r; p, q). For
03BB ~ 15* (r; p, q), C03BB (r; p, q) is unitarizable if and only if À e P*u(r; p, q).
Next, we consider a parabolic subgroup of U(m, n). We denote by m(r; p, q) the
Lie subalgebra of g((r1, ... , rd, p), (r1, ... , rd, q)) corresponding to glLR(r1, C) x

OILR(rd, (C) x g(p, q) via the standard identification. If p q 0, we
put m(r; 0, 0)
g(LR(r, C). We denote by M(r; p, q) the subgroup of U(m, n)
to
corresponding GL(r, C) x U(p, q) via the standard identification. We denote
by 0(r; p, q; t) the root system for (m(r; p, q), h(m, n; r * t)). Put p(r; p, q) =
q(r; p, q) + m(r; p, q). Then, p(r; p, q) is stable under the complex conjugation
of g(m, n) with respect to u(m, n). We denote by P(r; p, q) the corresponding
parabolic subgroup of U(m, n) to p(r;p, q) with a Levi part M(r; p, q). We also
denote by N(r; p, q) the nilradical of P(r; p, q). An arbitrary parabolic subgroup of
U(m, n) is conjugate to some P(r,p, q).
Next, we put q(r; p, q)
q(r; p, q) n m(r; p, q). Then, q(r; p, q) is a 0-stable
of
parabolic subalgebra m(r; p, q) with a Levi part f(r; p, q). We denote by b(r; p, q)
the nilradical ofq(r; p, q). We easily see dim(!!(r; p, q) fl (m(r; p, q) n t( m, h))) =
Sr;p,q.
...

x

=

=

=

=

We put

We

immediately see:

P+ (!:;

LEMMA 2.1.1. For A E P (r; p, q), A E
p, q) ifand only if the infinitesimal
character of cCa (r; p, q) is in the weakly fair range with respect to q(r; p, q).
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Hence,
p, q)

consider the corresponding derived functor module
03BB). As 1 mentioned in 1.2, A(q(r; p, q) 1 m(r; p, q); 03BB) is

we can

1 m(r; p, q);

irreducible for any À E P+ (r; p, q). Moreover, if À
Using the fundamental results listed in 1.2, we easily

4(q(!:;
zero or

~ P+u(r; p, q), it is unitarizable.

Fix 03BB ~ P+ (r; p, q).
Riq(r; p, q) (l(r; p, q) 1 g(m, n); C03BB(r; p, q))

see:

LEMMA 2.1.2.

(1)
(2)

0 for aU i =1= Sr;p,q.
We have the following isomorphism of Harish-Chandra modules.
=

Ind(P(r;p,q)~U(m,n);A(q(r;p,q)~m(r,p,q);03BB))

~ RSr;p,qq(r;p,q)(l(r;p,q)~g(m,n);C03BB(r;p,q)).
For À

~ P+ (r; p, q),

Ind(P(r; p, q) ~ U(m, n); A(q(r; p, q) 1 m(r; p, q))
generalized (non-unitary) degeneratge series module.
If ~ 1, we have p(r; p, q) = q(r; p, q). Hence, in this case, our modules
are the hyperbolic induction from one-dimensional representations of a parabolic
subgroup (namely, so-called ’degenerate séries’).
If À e P+u (r; p, q), the hyperbolic induction is a unitary induction and we call
Ind(P(r; p, q) 1 U(m, n); A(q(r; p, q) 1 m(r; p, q); A)) a generalized unitary degenwe

call

a

erate series module.

From

result in

[9] (and the translation principle),

any derived funcinduction
form a onehyperbolic
GL( n, C) isomorphic
dimensional unitary representation of a parabolic subalgebra. Hence, from the
induction-by-stage, any hyperbolically unitarily induced module of U(m, n) from
a derived functor module of any Levi subgroup is isomorphic to a module in
generalized unitary degenerate series above.
For T E Gd and À =
p, q; i]] ~ c(r; p, q)*, we define
a

tor module of

is

03A32d+hi=103BBi[[r;

to the

we see
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For later use, we introduce the
[[r; p, q; i]] E c(r; p, q)* and 1 k

following terminologies.
~, we put

For À

=

03A32d+hi=103BBi

permutation Qa ~ 6é
P+(r; p, q) good enough if there exists
such that 03BB(03C303BB(1))
03BB(03C303BB(1)) &#x3E; 03BB(03C303BB(2)) 03B (03C303B (2) &#x3E; ··· &#x3E; 03BB(03C303BB(~)) 03BB(03C303BB(~)).
We denote by 9 (r; p, q) the set of good enough characters in P+(r; p, q).
We call 03BB e

some

Moreover, for À E G(r; p, q), oA E G~ is uniquely determined,

so

hereafter

Qa

this permutation.
We also easily see:

means

LEMMA 2.1.4. For a good enough character A E G(r; p, q), the infinitesimal
character of C03BB (r; p, q) is in the good range with respect to q(r; p, q).

If r

=

(0), p =

m, and q

=

n, then

we

simply write q(m, n), o(m, n), p(m, n),

P+(m,
n), and G(m, n) for q((0); p, q)), b((0); p, q)), 03C1((0); p, q)), P+((0); p, q)),
and
9( (0); p, q)), respectively.

2.2. CANONICAL FORMS OF GENERALIZED UNITARY DEGENERATE SERIES
IN THE GOOD ENOUGH RANGE

As in 2.1, we fix m, n, r, p, q, p, q, r, m, and n. We also fix a good enough
character À e G(r; p, q).
We can,
exchange the order of the elliptic induction and
the hyperbolic induction in the definition of generalized unitarily degenerate series
module for À. Such a change of polarization enables us to reduce the decomposition
of the module to the Siegel parabolic situation. In order to formulate this, we
introduce the following notations.
First, we easily see s(r) * g(p, q) = g( m, n) n q(r; p, q)and s(r) * g(p, q) is
stable under the complex conjugation with respect to g(m, n) n u(m, n).
p, q)
is a Levi part of s(r) * g(p, q). s(r) * g(p, q) corresponds to a parabolic subgroup
S(r) * U(p, q) of U(m,
We will consider the hyperbolic induction Ind(S(r) * U(p, q) 1 U(m, n);
C03BB (r; p, q)), whose infinitesimal character is same as that of CÀ
q).

roughly speaking,

C(r;

n).

(r; p,

22
We define the

We dénote

following subset oi

0394+2

m(r; p, q; 03BB) the sum of the root spaces corresponding to
We
(r; p, q; t; À). easily see m(r; p, q; À) does not depend on 1. We put f(r; p, q; À) =
g(m, n) + m(r; p, q; 03BB). Then, f(r;p,q;A) is a 8-stable parabolic subalgebra of
g(m, n) and g(m; n) (resp. m(r; p, q; 03BB)) is a Levi part (resp. the nilradical) of
by

f(r; p, q; 03BB).Put

We

easily see:

LEMMA 2.1.1.

The infinitesimal character of 1 nd( S (r) * U(p, q) i U( m, n); À +
03C12(r; p, q; 03BB)) ~ C-03C12(r; p,q; 03BB)(m, n) is in the good range with respect to f (r; p, q; À).
We also put qi (r; p, q; À) = ro(r; p, q; À) + (s(r) * g(m, n)). Then [(r; p, q) is a
Levi part of qi (r; p, q; À). We dénote by Ut (r; p, q; À) the nilradical of qi (r; p, q; À).
We put fr;p,q;03BB = dim(b1(r; p, q; À) n t( m, 11) )dim(tr(r; p, q; À) n
n)).
Using results listed in 1.2, we easily see:

t(m,

=

(2)

We have

Now,

we

an

isomorphism of Harish-Chandra modules:

state the main result of Section 2.

THEOREM 2.2.3. For À E G(r; p, q), we have the
characters.

following identity of distribution
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In 2.3, we reduce this theorem to a result on standard modules (Proposition
2.3.4 below), which is proved in 2.4 using the Hecht-Milicic-Schmid-Wolf theory
on standard modules.
From Lemma 2.2.1, and a result of Vogan in 1.2, we have:

q) and IndU(m,n)S(r)*U(p,q) (A - p2(r; p, q ; 03BB))
Ind(P(r; p, q) 1 U(m, n); A(q(r; p, q) 1 m(r, p, q); À)) is also

COROLLARY 2.2.4. Assume À E G(r; p,
is irreducible. Then,

irreducible.
For later use, we reformulate Theorem 2.2.3.
For 03C3 e 61 and p =
[[r; p, q; i]]
as
follows.
h(m03C3,n03C3;(r*t)03C3)*

03A32d+hi=103BCi

E c(r; p, q)*,

we

define

a(p) E

that Ad(03A6m,n(03C303BB))(f(r; p, q; 03BB))=q(m03C303BB, n03C303BB) and
À))=
03C1(m03C303BB, n03C303BB). Since 03A6m,n(03C303BB) E K(m, n), twisting by the corresponding inner automorphism does not change any Harish-Chandra (g(m, n), K(m, n))-module up to
isomorphisms. Twisting the right-hand side of the identity in Theorem 2.2.3, we
can restate the theorem as follows.
We

03C303BB(03C12(r; p, q;

see

COROLLARY 2.2.5. For À e
distribution characters.

9(r; ,,p,q),

we

have

the following identity of the

We call the module in the right-hand side the canonical form of the
degenerate series module in the left-hand side.

2.3. REDUCTION

generalized

TO STANDARD MODULES

As in 2.1, we fix m, n, r, p, q, p, q, r, m, and n.
For a while, we also fix t
We denote by !£(r; p, q; t) (resp. 0394(r; p, q; t) )
the Weyl group (the root system) for ([(r; p,
Then, we have the
h(m, n;
standard
identification.
following

~ S (p, q).

q),

r * t)).
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For ~

= 03A32d+hi=103A3uij=1~i,j{i}j E c

system of A

(m, n;

we

define the

following positive

t).

r *

0394+(r;

Let n(r; p, q; t; ~) be the sum of the root spaces corresponding to
p, q; t; ~)
r
*
Then
and put
t) + n(r; p, q; t; ~).
1!(r; p,
~) is a
p, q; t; ~) = f)(m, n;
whose nilradical is
We dénote by
Borel subalgebra of
of
r
*
the
base
A(m, n; t; ~) to 0394+ (r; p, q; t; ~).
n(r; p, q; t; ~) corresponding
Puts = (s1, ... , s~) = r * t = (r1, ... , rd, t1, ..., th).

b(r;

q; t;

n(r; p, q; t; ~).

l(r; p, q) ,

Let ~i ~~ h(mi, ni, si)*c

i

and let ~

~)
(1
to bLR(r1, C)

x ···

=

03A3~i=1~(i)i

E

bLR(rd, C)

h(m, n; r * t)*c. Then, b(r; p, q; t; ~) corresponds
b(p1, q1; t1; qd+1) x ··· b(ph, qh; th; ~~) via

x

the standard identification.

We put

Hereafter, we shall consider various t ~ S (p, q) at the same time, though we
shall still fix m, n, ... , etc.
For simplicity, for t ~ S (p, q), we write W (; t)
W (r; p, q; t) and p(;t)
x
For
we
E W(; t),
write A+(; t)x, 1),, h(; t)x and n( ; 1). for A+
03C1(r; p, q; t).
p, q; 1; x03C1(; t)), 03A0(r; p, q; t; x03C1(; t)), b(r; p, q; t; x03C1(; t)) and n(r; p, q; t; x03C1(; t) )
=

=

(r;

respectively. Put St,x
LEMMA 2.3.1.
(1) For all 03BC

=

dim(n(;I)x n t(m, n)) for x ~ W(; t).

~ P(r; p, q), tE,5(p,q), x ~ W (; t),

and i

0,

Rib(; t)x (h(m, n;

t) g(m, n); Cx03C1(;t)+03BC) ~ 0 if and only
St,x.
(2) For all t ~ S (p, q) and x E W (; t), there are integers n(t, x)
following character identify holds for all p E P(r; p, q).
r

if i

=

such that the
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Proof. (1) is easily deduced from results listed in 1.2. (Also see [29] (4.9).)
(2) is due to Zuckerman (cf. [36] Proposition 9.4.16). (In fact, all n(t, x) may
0
be one of :E 1.)

S (p, q) and x E W(; t), we put b(; t)x b(; t)x + v(r; p, q) and n(; t)x =
n( ; t)x + o(r; p, q). Then, b(; t)x is a Borel subalgebra of g(m, n) and n(; t)x is the
nilradical of b (; t)x. We also put A+(; t)x = 0394+ (r; p, q; t; x03C1(; t U 1+ (r; p, q; t).
For t ~

=

We denote by
We have:

H the corresponding basis of 0394(m, n; r * t).

Ç(r; p, q), we have the following :
(1) Forall tE S (p, q), x E W(; 1), and i 0, Rib(;t)x (h (m, n; E * t) ~ g(m, n);
Cx03C1(; t)+03BB(m, n; r * t)) -7,É 0 if and only if i St,x + Sr;p,q.

LEMMA 2.3.2. For A E

=

(2)

We have

n(t, x)’s are integers in Lemma 2.3.1 (2).
Lemma 2.1.3 means xp(; t) + A is in the good range with respect
to q(r ; p, q) for all t ~ S(p, q) and x ~ W(; t). Hence we can easily reduce the
À + p(r; p, q) using Lemma2.1.2 and the results
lemma to Lemma2.3.1 for p
Here,

Proof.

=

in 1.2.

We denote

o

by 0394+1(; t; 03BB)x (resp. 03A01(; t; À)) the corresponding positive system (resp.

basis) of 0394(m, n; r * t) to b1(; t; 03BB)x.
We have:
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(2)

We have

n(t, x)’s are integers in Lemma 2.3.1 (2).
Proof. Lemma 2.2.1 means that xp(; t) + À is in the good range with respect
to f(; p, q; À) for all t e S (p, q) and x E W(; t). Hence we can easily deduce the
À + 03C1(o1(r; p, q ; À ) using Lemma 2.2.2 and the
lemma from Lemma 2.3.1 for p

Here,

=

fundamental results listed in 1.2.

Il

From Lemma 2.3.2 and Lemma

2.3.3,

we can

reduce Theorem 2.2.3 to the

following.
PROPOSITION 2.3.4. For 03BB E

We prove

9(r; p, q), t E S(p, q), and x E W(; t), we have

Proposition 2.3.4 in 2.4.

2.4. CHANGE OF POLARIZATIONS FOR STANDARD MODULES

Before going into the proof of Proposition 2.3.5, we introduce some terminologies.
First, we introduce another parametrization of the standard basis of h (m, n; r*t)
*

as

follows.
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Here,

we

describe the induced action of 0

on h(m, n; 5) * as follows. The proof

is easy.
LEMMA 2.4.1. For

We

1 i

~ and

1

j

ui,

we

have

immediately see:

LEMMA 2.4.2.

We put

We consider (r * p, r * q) = «r 1, rd, p), (r1, rd, q)) E JID d+ 1 ( m, n) and
by 0394(r * p, r * q; t) the root system for (g(r * p, r * q), h(m, n; r * t)).
...,

denote

...,
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The

following

lemma is

easily

deduced from the definitions and the fact

03BB ~ P+(r; p, q).
LEMMA 2.4.3. Fix t E
(1) We have

(2)

S(p, q), x E W(; t), and

We have

We also

put

From Lemma 2.4.1,

we

immediately see:

AE9

(K; p, q).
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LEMMA 2.4.4.

Any

0(Ai ) = Ao, 03B8(B1) =
We call

a

in A U B U C U D is
Bo, 03B8(C1) Co, and 03B8(D1)
root

positive system A+

=

of

complex. Moreover,
Do.

we

have

=

0(m, n; r * t) admissible if A+

satisfies the

following two conditions.

For an admissible positive system A+, we denote by ht(0394+) the non-negative
integer defined as follows.

The

following immediately results from Lemma

2.4.3.

LEMMA 2.4.5.

(1) 0+(; t)x is admissible.
(2) 0394+1 (; t; 03BB)x is admissible and ht(0394+1 (; t; 03BB)x) 0.
(3) Let A+ be an admissible positive system such that ht(0394+)
have 0394+ 0394+1( ; t; 03BB)x.
=

=

0. Then,

we

=

We also have

2.4.6. Assume that A+ is

positive system such that
{k}j - {k}j+1 is simple with respect to A+ for any 1 k d and 1 j 2rk.
Then, we have A+ 0394+(; t; À)x’
Proof. We have only to show AI U BI U CI U Di C 0+. We show AI ~
A+. (AD2) implies {i}ri - {k}v E 0+ for all 1 v 2rk. Since {i}ri {i}ri+1, {i}ri+1 - {i}ri+2,..., are simple, we see {i}ri+1- {k}v, {i}ri+2 {k}v, are in 0+ inductively. We can show BI, CI, DI C A+ just in the same

LEMMA

an

admissible

=

...

~

way.
For

a

root

a

E

A(m,, n; r * t), we denote by sa the corresponding reflection in

W(m, n; r * t).
Next

we

show:

LEMMA 2.4.7. Let A+ be an admissible positive system of A(m, n; r*t) such that
ht(0+) &#x3E; 0. Then there exists some complex simple root a e A+ which satisfies
the following conditions.

(SI) 03B8(03B1) ~ 0+.
(S2) Re(xp + A, a) 0.
(S3) s03B1(0394+) is admissible, and ht(s03B1(0394+)) ht(A+) - 1.
Proof. From Lemma 2.4.6, there is some 1 i d and 1 j 2ri such
that 03B2
{i}j - {i}j+1 is not simple. From (AD1) and Lemma4.2.3 (1), we see
=

=
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f3 e A+. Hence, there exists a sequence of non-negative integers a0, a1,..., as and
bo,b1,...,bssuchthatao = as = i, bo = j, bs = j+1, and {av}bv - {av+1}bv+1 are
simple for all 0 v s. Next, we assume 03BB(av) 03BB(av+1) for all 0 v s. Howi for all 0 v s. However,
ever ao = a - s = i and À E 9(r; p, q) imply av
from(ADl),thiscontradictsLemma 2.4.3 ( 1 ). Hence, there is some 0 v s such
=

that 03BB(av) 03BB(av+1) and

we

fix such

v.

We put a

= {av}bv - {av+1}bv+1 and show
av.av+1 1. Then, À E g(r; p, q)

this a satisfies (Sl)-(S3) above. We assume d
implies av+1 av. But, from (AD 1 ), it contradicts Lemma2.4.3 (1). Hence, we
have -03B1 ~ A U B U C U D. From (AD2), we have -a e Ai U BU Ci U D 1. From
Lemma 2.4.4, we have 0(a) e - ( Ao U Bo U co U Do ) . Hence, from (AD2) we have

(S1). (S2) follows from A(a

) 03BB(av+1).(S3) is clear.

0

For an admissible positive system A+, we denote by b(A+) the corresponding
Borel subalgebra of g(m, n) containing h(m, n; r * t). The root spaces for 0+ are
contained in the nilradical of b(0394+).
The following is a special case of a result of Hecht- Milii-Schmid-Wolf and
plays a crucial role in the proof.

THEOREM 2.4.8. ([29] (4.12)). Let 0+ be an admissible positive system of
0394(m, n; r * t) and let a be a simple root for 0+ satisfying the conditions (S1)
0 we have the following isomorphism of
and (S2) in Lemma 2.4.7. Then, for i
Harish-Chandra modules.

1 stress here the choice on the positive system in [29] is opposite to our convention. There is also a difference in the convention on the parameter À.

Proof of Proposition 2.3.4. Since A+ (; t)x is admissible, applying Lemma 2.4.7
successively, we have

and Theorem 2.4.8

However, Lemma 2.3.1 (1) and Lemma 2.3.3 (1) imply
St,x + f,; p,q; À. Hence we have Proposition 2.3.4.

St,x + Sr;p,q +ht(0394+(;t)x)

=

D
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3.

Décomposition formulas

3.1. DECOMPOSITION FORMULA: SIEGEL PARABOLIC CASE
We define for

Here,

we

a

non-negative integer r as follows.

consider U(r, r) and its Siegel

parabolic subgroup S(r).

We put

Then

we

have

17,,

For z e
À( z; 0) can be regarded as an element of 3 (r, r)* and is extent to a
character of the metaplectic double cover of U((i, r - i ), ( r - i, r )) for all 0 i r.
The study of degenerate series of U(r, r) with respect to the Siegel parabolic
has a long history. We have the following description of the unitary degenerate
series.

THEOREM 3.1.1. (Kashiwara-Vergne-Barbasch-Vogan-Johnson).
(1) If z + e(r) ~ Z, then we have the following decomposition formula.

Here,

0

i

a(z; 0) is in the weakly fair range with respect to q((i, r - i), (r - i, i)) for
r. Each A(q((i, r - i), (r - i, i)) ~g(r, r); 03BB(z; 0)) is a non-zero irreducible

module, which is not isomorphic to other irreducible factors.

(2)

Assume 03BB(z; 03BC) ~ P+u(r; 0, 0). If 03BC ~ 0 or if z + 03B5(r) ~ Z, then Ind(S(r) ~

U(r, r); 03BB(z;03BC)) is irreducible.
Several remarks are in order. First, in [15] the decomposition in (1) is studied. They proved the induced module is decomposed into a direct sum of r + 1
distinct irreducible factors. They also described the irreducible factors in terms of
the Weil representation. Second, the description of the irreducible factors in terms
of derived functor modules is the matter of unipotent representations of U(r, r)
and it is more or less known by Barbasch and Vogan. Actually, it rather easily
follows from [2], Theorem 4.2. (For convenience of the readers, 1 shall give a
proof in 3.4.) Third, (2) is proved in [14]. Actually, he treated all the non-unitary
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parameter for degenerate series with respect to a ’Siegel type’ parabolic subgroup
of SU(n, n), Sp(n, n), and Spino(n, n). Fourth, the structure of non-unitary degenerate series in Siegel situation is also studied by [33] and [25,26]. Speh treated the
universal covering of SU(2, 2) and Sahi worked on all the tube domain situation.
Fifth, A(q((0, r), (r, 0)) 1 g(r, r); 03BB(z, 0)) and A(q((r, 0), (0, r) 1 g(r, r); À( z, 0))
correspond to the representations realized as Hardy spaces on the Siegel upper
and lower half-planes. Their embeddings into degenerate series are nothing but the
boundary value map to the Shilov boundary.

3.2. DECOMPOSITION FORMULA: GOOD ENOUGH CASE

We easily

see:

LEMMA 3.2.1.

We consider the

following two extreme situations.
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In order to state the

i

~, we put e(03C3; i)
E 61+d as follows.

=

result,

we

introduce

card{j|

some

j d, o-(j)

notations. For e G~ and 1 x
J(1)). For 03C3 E G~, we define

For

We remark that À E x(r; p, q) defines a character of the
of U((r| k) * (p, q)).
we have:

metaplectic double cover

Namely,

Now

we can

state:

THEOREM 3.2.2.

(1) For À e X(r; p, q) fl 9(r; p, q),

we

have the

following direct sum decompo-

sition.

Here, each direct summand in the right-hand side is a non-zero irreducible module.

(2)

For

irreducible.

03BB ~ y(r; p, q)

fl

G(r; p, q), IndU(r;p,q)q(r;p,q)(03BBk)) is

non-zero

and

Proof. (1) is deduced from Corollary 2.2.5 and Theorem 3.1.1 (1) using the
induction-by-stage. (2) follows from Corollary 2.2.4 and Theorem 3.1.1 (2). 0
Remark. On the decomposition formula for a general good enough unitary
character A
n 9 (r; p, q), in view of Theorem 2.1.3, without
loss of generafity we can assume that there exists some 0
f d such that
0
or
n
r
i
for
all
and
such
that 03BCj = 0
+
zi
Pi 7É
1
+ s(m
f
i) ~ Z

~ P+u(r; p, q)
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+ n - rj) e Z for all f
in Theorem 3.2.2 using the

and zj + 03B5(m
and

(2)
decomposition formula of
(1)

formula is

an

j d. Then, we can combine above
induction-by-stage, and easily obtain the

Each direct summand of the
IndU(m,n)P(r;p,q)(Amq(r;p,q)(r;p,q)(03BB)).
series.
irreducible module in

generalized unitary degenerate

3.3. DECOMPOSITION FORMULA: GENERAL CASE
We retain all the conventions and

For A =

notations in 3.2.

03A32d+hi=103BBi[[r;p,q;i]] ~ P+u(r;p,q;t),

permutations a

we

denote

by C( À)

the set of

6l such that

E

Clearly C(a) is non-empty. In general,

such

Q

is not unique. If À e G(r; p, q),

we

have C(03BB) = toal.
The

following result comes from the main results of this article.

THEOREM 3.3.1.
(1) For À e X(r; p,

q) and Q e C(03BB), we have the following direct sum decom-

position.

Here, each direct summand in the right-hand side is either zero

or

irreducible.

(2) For 03BB ~ y(r;p,q),IndU(m,n)P(r;p,q)(Am(r;p,q)q(r;p,q)(03BB)) is irreducible or zero.
Remark.

easily

By

obtain the

the

the remark just after Theorem 3.2.2,
formula of
for

same reasons as

decomposition

IndU(m,n)P(r;p,q)(Am(r;p,q)q(r;p,bfq )(03BB))

we can

general

P+u(r; p, q)

ÀE
combining the above (1) and 2 using the induction-by-stage.
Each direct summand of the formula is either zero or an irreducible module in
generalized unitary degenerate series.
Before going onto the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, we introduce the translation
functor. Hereafter,

First,

we

we

fix 03BB = 03BB (z, 03BC) E

P u ( r; p, q) and a E C (A).

put

We have:
LEMMA 3.3.2. There exists
following conditions.

(El) un=

u.

some

~E

G(r; p, q)

fl

Pj (r ; p, q)

satisfying

the
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(E2) ri - À E I(r; p, q).
(E3) There exists an irreduciblefinite dimensional g(m, n)-module V having
a ql (r;
p, q; ~)-invariant line which c(r; p, q) acts by ~ - À.
y~ such that yi - yi+ 1 &#x3E;
Proof. For example, we choose positive integers YI,
and
put ~ = 03BB((z1 + y03C3-1(1),..., z~ +
m03C3(i) + nO"(i) + 7n,(i+,) + n03C3(i+1) + 1
D
we easily see q satisfies the above three conditions.
Then,
y03C3-1(~)),03BC).
... ,

Hereafter, we fix ri and V as above. We define the translation functor T from
the category of Harish-Chandra (g(m, n), K( m, n))-modules with the same gento the category of those with the
eralized infinitesimal character as C~ (r; p,
as usual (For example see
same generalized infinitesimal character as C03BB (r; p,
X with
a
Harish-Chandra
for
[41] p. 198). Namely,
we denote T X by the
the same generalized infinitesimal character as C~ (r; p,
projection of V oc X on the generalized infinitesimal character same as C03BB (r; p,
We have:

q)

q)

(g(m, n), K(m, n))-module
q),

q).

LEMMA 3.3.3.

(Vogan).

Proof. The above (El) implies that the infinitesimal character of CA (r; p, q) is
in the weakly fair range with respect to pl (r ; p, q; ~). Hence, just the same argument
as the proof of [41] Proposition4.7 is also applicable to this situation. Namely,
[36] Lemma 7.2.9(b), [41] Lemma 4.8, and Lemma 2.1.2 imply (1). Next, we
show (2). Twisting by inner automorphisms, we easily see, for all k ~ S(r, r),
03C3(03BB) is in the weakly fair range with respect to q(((r | k) * (p, p))). Hence, (2)
0
is nothing but [41 ] Proposition 4.7.
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. From Lemma 3.3.3 and Theorem 3.2.2 (1), we have
the decomposition formula in Theorem 3.3.1 (1). In order to prove remaining part,
first we remark that the assumption (i.e. Ra(C: g) is a quotient of R03BB(g).) in [41]
Corollary 5.9 always holds for U(m, n). Actually, the moment map of the cotangent bundle of the generalized flag variety is birational and the closure of any
nilpotent orbit in g(( m + n, C) is normal (Kraft-Procesi). Hence, from a result of
Beilinson-Bemstein ([4], 6.2 Proposition (a)), the canonical homomorphism of the
universal enveloping algebra to the ring of global sections of twisted differential
operators is always surjective. However, Ra(C: g) in [41] is isomorphic to the ring
of global sections of twisted differential operators on a generalized flag variety of
GL(m + n, C) (for example see [32]). The surjectivity of canonical homomorphism
is nothing but the assumption in the Vogan’s corollary in [41 ]. Hence, the remaining
part of Theorem 3.3.1 (1) follows from this Corollary 5.9 in [41].
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(2) is also proved by the same idea. We dénote by qfP (r; p, q; ~)
(resp. qOP(r; p, q) the opposite parabolic subalgebra to q1(r; p, q; ~) (resp. q(r;
p, q)). Using [41] Proposition 5.7(a), [8] 5.1.7. Proposition, and the duality between
induction and coinduction, we easily have
Theorem 3.3.1

However, from [6] 4.10 Corollar (also see [ 13] 15.27 Corollar),

Hence,

we can

regard

nology of [41]. As we
can

we

have

’R~(l: g)’-module in the termiIndU(m,n)P(r;p,q)
(Am(r;p,q)q(r;p,q)(~))
remarked
is
of

obtain Theorem 3.3.1

as

above,

(2)

by the

RA([: g)

same

a

quotient

R03BB(g). Hence, we

argument of the proof of [41].

Il

Remark. In general, C(A) may have more than an element. This means we
have more than one decomposition formula. Using the induction-by-stage, we can
reduce the description of the relation between such decomposition formulas to the
following result, which is more or less easy conclusion of [2] Theorem 4.2.
THEOREM 3.3.4.

(Barbasch-Vogan). Let 0 n m, 0 i x m, and 0 j n.
- i), (j, n - j)) 1 g(m, n); 03B5(m + n)[[m, n]]) ~ 0 i.f and only if

(1) A(q((i, m
n i + j.
(2) If n i + j, then we have

3.4. APPENDIX:

A PROOF OF

THEOREM 3.1.1

(1)

First, we remark that a result of Barbasch-Vogan can be restated as follows.
THEOREM 3.4.1. ([2] Theorem 4.2).
(1) Let V be an irreducible Harish-Chandra (g(m, n), K(m, n) )-module with
the same infinitesimal character as the trivial representation. Then its wave front
set is the closure of single real nilpotent orbit.
(2) Let I be a primitive ideal of U(g(m, n)) with the same infinitesimal character as the trivial representation. Let O be a real nilpotent orbit in Au( m, n)’
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whose complexification in g(m, n)* is open dense in the associated variety of I.
Then, there exists one and only one, up to isomorphisms, Harish-Chandra (g(m, n),
K(m, n))-module whose annihilator in U(g(m, n)) is I and whose wave front set
is the closure of 0.
Hereafter we consider g = g(r, r) and we denote by I the annihilator in U( g )
of the non-unitary degenerate series module M such that the trivial representation
is its unique quotient. We easily see I is primitive using the duality between M
and an irreducible generalized Verma module. The associated variety of I is the
closure of the Richardson orbit with respect to the complexified Siegel parabolic
subalgebra s(r). There are just r + 1 real nilpotent orbits whose complexification
is the Richardson orbit of x(r). Theorem 3.4.1 implies there are just r + 1 irreducible Harish-Chandra modules Xo ;..., X, whose annihilators coincide with I,
up to isomorphisms. From [14] or [25,25], M contains just r + 1 irreducible submodules Yo,...,Y,, which are not isomorphic to each other. The duality between
the irreducible generalized Verma module and M implies that the annihilators of
Yo, ... , Yr are just I. Hence, we have tXo,..., XI = {Y0, ... , Yl.

Mo=IndU(r,r)S(r)(03BB(z; 0)). We also put Ai =,40 (r,r) i),(r -i,i))
We denote
(03BB(z; 0)), Bi Ag(r,r)q((i,r-i),(r-i,i))(03C1((i, i), (r - i, i))) for 0 i
M
T
functor
from
the
character
of
that
of Mo.
the
translation
infinitesimal
by
Fix z ~ 03B5(r) +2. We put
=

r -

r.

to

i
From [41] Proposition 4.7, we have T(Bi) = Ai for 0
r. Similarly, we
have T(M) = Mo. (This statement is easy consequence of the MacKey tensor
product theorem of induced representation and Lemma 4. 8 in [41].) Hence, in order
that show Mo = ~ii=0Ai, we have only to prove {X0, ..., Xrl {B0,...,i BrlFor example, from a result of Vogan ([24] Proposition 4.5), we see Bo,..., Br
are distinct from each other. Hence, it suffices to show I =
for
for
0 i r. Since inner automorphisms preserve I, we have I C
all 0 i x r. However, using results in [5] (See [41] Proposition 6.8), we can
easily see the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of Bi coincides with the dimension of
the nilradical ti«i, r - i), (r - i, i)) of q((i, r - i), (r - i, i)). (We have only to
check that -1-eigenspace in g ( r, r ) with respect to 03B8 intersects the open orbit in
b((i, r - i ), (r - i, i ) ) with respect to U( ( i, r - i), ( r - i, i ) ), a Levi subgroup for
for all
q((i, r - i ) , (r - i, i ) ) . It is fairly easy.) Hence, we have I =

AnnU(g)(Bi)
AnnU(g)(Bi)

0 i r.

AnnU(g)(Bi)

Il
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